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Penalty miss puts paid to Arsenal's challenge 
Arsenal 0 Liverpool 1  
TWO penalties, one scored and the other squandered, settled a tempestuous 
Premier League match at Highbury yesterday. The first was calmly converted by 
John Barnes for Liverpool, but the second, taken by Paul Merson, was saved by 
David James, the visiting goalkeeper.  
On a day when Ian Rush could have claimed a hat-trick for Liverpool he was foiled 
by the woodwork, David Seaman and his own bad miss Liverpool just about 
deserved their first win in eight games. The victory not only eased their slight 
relegation worries, but also the pressure on their manager, Graeme Souness.  
Outside Highbury, the T-shirt vendors were hawking a line emblazoned with the 
message: ``Liverpool Pantomime Season Roadshow Starring Graeme Souness.'' 
Sales will surely drop after a performance which dented Arsenal's outside hopes 
of challenging for the championship. George Graham's side flickered 
intermittently but failed to catch fire on a murky afternoon in north London.  
Merson's second-half penalty miss apart the kick was awarded after Mark Wright 
fouled Kevin Campbell in full flow Smith came closest to lighting up Highbury 
when he beat the offside trap to meet Linighan's cross in the first period. 
Although Smith controlled the ball cleverly and his shot had James beaten, it was 
directed narrowly the wrong side of the woodwork. Arsenal did not conjure a 
better opening from open play.  
After conceding 24 goals in his previous 14 appearances for Liverpool, James 
celebrated his first clean sheet as a Premier League goalkeeper, but Souness's 
judgment in spending Pounds 1 million to bring him from Watford last summer 
has to be questioned. That fine penalty save James dived to his right and got both 
hands to the ball should not obscure the fact that his goal kicks and clearances 
were weak, frequently falling short to offer Arsenal unexpected attacking options.  
There was also a soft shot that he fumbled and a number of crosses that he 
punched when he really should have caught.  
On the plus side, James's height he is well over 6ft and has an enormous reach 
affords him a commanding physical presence. But there were surely better 
goalkeepers than him in the second division last season.  
Souness paid nothing for McManaman, a product of the Anfield youth system, 
and he sent sparks flying whenever he ran at Winterburn, the hapless Arsenal left 
back whom he invariably had the beating of. Winterburn was booked for a first-
half tackle on the winger, and then sent off in the dying minutes of the second 
half for a virtually identical offence on the same player.  
By then, Seaman had been beaten by Barnes's penalty, struck 30 minutes from 
the end. It was awarded after Linighan pushed Rush over as he showed the 
Arsenal defence a clean pair of heels for the third time.  
Linighan has not had the happiest of times at Highbury, but his latest mistake was 
not typical on an afternoon when he won most things in the air.  
Less than five minutes later, Merson the principal creative force in an Arsenal 
attack in which Campbell, deputy for the suspended Ian Wright, proved 
disappointingly anonymous stepped up, only to be foiled by James. Merson might 
attribute his failure to the fact that the penalty was awarded at the mural end, 
where Arsenal have struggled to score throughout the season.  
ARSENAL: D Seaman; L Dixon, N Winterburn, D Hillier (sub: D O'Leary; sub: N 
Heaney), A Linighan, A Adams, J Carter, K Campbell, A Smith, P Merson, R Parlour.  
LIVERPOOL: D James; M Marsh (sub: D Hutchison), R Jones, S Nicol, M Wright, S 
Bjornebye, S McManaman, J Redknapp, I Rush, J Barnes, P Stewart.  
Referee: K Cooper (Pontypridd).  
 

 
Fighting Liverpool off the critical list 
IF BEATING Arsenal is good for a team's health then Liverpool look ready to 
receive visitors. There were even times at Highbury yesterday when their football 
looked all dressed up with nowhere to go.  
A penalty from John Barnes early in the second half brought Graeme Souness's 
troubled team their first victory of 1993 and only their second away from home in 
the Premier League. But unlike the 10 win at Queens Park Rangers in November, 
achieved in the face of some hairsbreadth escapes and which contradicted the 
overall pattern of the match, yesterday's success rewarded the more imaginative 
football.  
For Souness, however, the most important aspect of Liverpool's performance was 
the improvement in a defence whose previous failings had been largely 
responsible for dragging the team into the lower half of the league and, with all 
due respect to Bolton, out of the FA Cup. Not for the first time renewed efficiency 
at the back coincided with the return of Nicol to form and fitness.  
Liverpool still suffered from uncertainties in goal, where James caught most of the 
high stuff but was still apt to fumble the ball under pressure. Then again he did 
save the penalty with which Merson threatened to bring the scores level just past 
the hour after Wright had been penalised, somewhat harshly, for a foul on 
Campbell.  
Arsenal did not look like a side about to perform outstanding deeds at Leeds in an 
FA Cup replay. But then, Ian Wright will be back from suspension for Wednesday's 
game. Arsenal's attack badly missed his sharpness near goal.  
The neatness of Liverpool's passing threw Arsenal's ponderous predictability into 
even sharper relief. Parlour, outstanding last August when a confident 20 victory 
at Anfield appeared to confirm their pre-season status as championship 
favourites, laboured along with the rest. Merson represented their best hope of a 
goal but his penalty was the fourth Arsenal have missed this season.  
To complete a miserable afternoon for George Graham's team, Winterburn was 
sent off three minutes from the end for a repetition of the foul on McManaman 
that had brought the left-back a caution in the first half. It was Arsenal's first 
dismissal in the Premier League, although they did have Hillier sent off in Norway 
in a pre-season game.  
Stewart risked the red card early on with two late tackles on Hillier and a similar 
foul on Carter in between. But having been cautioned, he helped bring an 
important strength and stability to Liverpool's midfield.  
The first half was drab and forgettable, but the second quickly offered something 
better as Rush began and almost finished a sweet passing movement, sprinting on 
to Barnes's final ball and beating Seaman, only to see his shot go wide.  
From then on, Arsenal always had difficulty with the timing of Rush's runs. In the 
58th minute McManaman's through pass caught the defence square and Rush 
turned confidently towards goal, whereupon he was held back by a desperate 
Linighan. Barnes's penalty was true, Merson's more predictable. Then Rush hit a 
post and McManaman put the rebound over the bar.  
For once the Liverpool manager looked a man at ease with himself and for the 
moment Anfield board meetings can rest in peace. Arsenal still have plenty to play 
for, provided they can again begin to play.  
Arsenal: Seaman; Dixon, Winterburn, Hillier (O'Leary, 13min; Heaney, 82), 
Linighan, Adams, Carter, Campbell, Smith, Merson, Parlour.  
Liverpool: James; Marsh (Hutchison, 47), Jones, Nicol, Wright, Bjornebye, 
McManaman, Redknapp, Rush, Barnes, Stewart.  
Referee: K Cooper (Pontypridd). 
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BRITISH SOCCER WEEK 
Liverpool win at Highbury 
Goalkeeper David James earned Liverpool's badge of honour to help embattled 
manager Graeme Souness celebrate his team's first win in eight matches.  
 
James superbly saved a penalty from Arsenal dangerman Paul Merson two 
minutes after John Barnes had confidently fired home a spot-kick at the other 
end.  
 
Arsenal, who had left-back Nigel Winterburn sent-off three minutes from time for 
his second bookable offence - a foul on winger Steve McManaman - suffered their 
tenth Premier League defeat of the season, virtually wiping out their remote 
chance of a championship challenge.  
 
Liverpool needed 6ft 4in James' heroics in the 61st minute after Mark Wright 
tripped Kevin Campbell and the giant goalkeeper's spectacular, full-stretch save 
from Merson's hard-hit shot was enough to end Arsenal's six-match unbeaten 
run.  
 
Ian Rush struck a post with a chance to make it 2-0 16 minutes from time but 
injury-hit Arsenal could not make capital from this escape and were left to rue 
their fourth spot-kick failure of the season.  
 
Barnes showed them the way to do it in the 59th minute. Arsenal goalkeeper 
David Seaman bravely blocked the ball at the feet of Rush but, as the Welshman 
tried to snap on to the loose ball, he was pulled down by Andy Linighan.  
 
Barnes then sent Seaman the wrong way from the 12-yard mark.  
 
The spasmodic moments of drama came in a frenetic second half that finally 
produced some action following a grim opening 45 minutes.  
 
There was so much tension and tight marking that neither side could find the 
space for creative construction but Liverpool showed the commitment that 
Souness demanded.  
 
Paul Stewart's second minute lunge on David Hillier led to the Arsenal player 
limping off ten minutes later with a thigh injury after Stewart fouled him again, 
earning a yellow card from referee Keith Cooper.  
 
Former Tottenham player Stewart was cat-called throughout by the angry Arsenal 
fans but Winterburn's 27th minute tackle on McManaman was almost as reckless 
and also deserved the booking.  
 
James, a one million pound buy from Watford last summer, stood up well to stop 
fierce drives by Campbell in the first half and, having only recently regained the 
first team spot from Mike Hooper, dealt commendably with a barrage of high 
crosses.  
 
The luckless Alan Smith twice flicked goal-worthy efforts just off target and 
Campbell gnawed continually at the Liverpool back line.  
 
But the Merseysiders kept their discipline and spirit, with the pace of Barnes and 
Rush troubling Arsenal in the second half which finally payed off with the 
Liverpool decider.  
 
Souness saw his Liverpool side snatch victory at Highbury for their first win in 
eight games and said: "What delighted me most was our defending. We've got a 
young goalkeeper here who we believe is going to be one of the best in the 
country and today he did everything right. But what delighted me most was how 
well we defended because that is something we haven't been doing. I still 
maintain I have got the most talented group of players in the country but that's 
no good if too many of them are sitting in the stand with long-term injuries. If I 
can keep this back four together for a few matches we've got the chance to go on 
from this result."  
 
Modest hero James said: "It is part of my job to save a penalty but I'm happy 
because it's the first clean sheet I have had in the league for Liverpool."  
 
Barnes said: "I've taken quite a few penalties against Arsenal's David Seaman and 
I was surprised he dived the wrong way for this one. But hopefully this is a 
springboard for us towards better results."  
 
Seaman claimed that the Liverpool penalty, resulting from Andy Linighan's foul on 
Ian Rush should not have been given. He said: "I had the ball at Rush's feet but he 
kicked through my hands and it bounced away." 
 


